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Houston Truck Accident Lawyer
Website: https://houstontruckaccident.lawyer
Blog: https://reshardalexander.com
Email: rja@rjalexanderlaw.com
Phone Number: (713) 766.3322
It can be intimidating to visit a lawyer. You may not understand the answers given to
your, know what to ask, or exactly what to expect. For truck wreck victims, the number
one concern they are probably wondering about is if the attorney will let them know
whether they have a viable case (can you collect money damages for injuries suffered) or
not.
Remember your prospective attorney is the person who will represent your interests
throughout the case . It is your decision when deciding if you would like to hire an
attorney.
Your lawyer must work together with you to present your case. You have to get an
attorney that's a great match for what you really want. The only means to ascertain if or
not a truck accident lawyer is a fantastic fit would be to ask questions throughout the
consultation.
What questions should I ask the lawyer during consultation?
Among the items that commercial vehicle accident victims are worried about is the cost
of hiring a lawyer. They presume that lawyers are costly, and they may not be in a
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position to afford a top notch legal mind. However, you are able to employ a truck
accident lawyer without paying some upfront expenses or fees. You will pay your
attorney should you win your case. If the lawyer has paid any upfront costs or fees, this
will be deducted from your settlement or jury trial award.
Make sure you ask your truck collision lawyer before you hire them about the fee
arrangement agreement. B
 ig Rig Bull Texas Truck Accident Lawyer R
 eshard Alexander
handles cases on a personal injury contingency fee agreement. That usually means unless
you win your case at trial or settle out of court that you don’t pay anything upfront.
Concerns That You Might Want To Consider:
1. What type of participation will I have in the case?
2. Who can I call for case updates?
3. How quickly are you going to return my calls when I have an issue or concern?
Responsiveness is among the key attributes that an attorney or their workplace
MUSTpossess in truck collision cases.
Should I ask about the lawyer's understanding or expertise in trucking law?
It is particularly important to hire a skilled and knowledgeable attorney in truck
collision cases. T
 ruck accidents involve specialized laws which normal car accident
situations don’t consider. You need to ask these questions about the lawyer's expertise
regarding truck injury cases:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

How many truck crash cases are you settled?
How many trials concerning truck accidents have you handled?
What is your success rate with truck injury cases?
Have you handled a truck accident case involving similar circumstances?
Do you have the legal tools to examine new and complex trucking laws?
Are you aware of recent laws which only apply to truck drivers?
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7. Can you find any truck driver offenses in my case and cite the code
violations?
Houston Truck Accident Lawyer Reshard Alexander, has the ability to analyze the
details of law which could result in the trucking business having liability as well as
current federal and state regulations.
Are there additional questions that I should ask during the consultation?
If you believe that there are relevant questions that you should bring up then ask those
in your meeting. Additionally, you should be asked about details regarding your
injuries, the circumstances or actions that led up the wreck, and any subsequent therapy
that you sought.
Questions concerning the details of your situation might be something such as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Does this matter that the truck driver said this to me.... ?
Which kind of doctor should I visit to get the particular condition?
How can this affect my ability to work later in life?
What type of compensation is available right now for me?
How long do I have to file?
What is the likelihood that I will win?
What's my case worth?
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